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EB4-RP special in white
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EBK4 special in cherry
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The look of bespoke with
the ease of a standard product
Of all the products in the evolutión® range it is

perhaps evolutión® elite that is the most

surprising. This superb quality design offers

real top end features such as stainless steel

claw upright counter supports with

integral up and down LED lighting as

standard. The result is a truly stunning

reception desk solution that can regularly

match a bespoke solution on quality but can

often be ordered straight off the page with

a single product code.

EB4-DDA-RP special in cherry EC3-DDA-RP in walnut EB4 special in China red
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EBP4 special in white
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EBP2-RP in walnut 

EB4 special in brushed aluminium and lime lacquer

EB special in ice

Clearly the premier range within the evolution portfolio, evolutión® elite will

create the perfect dramatic impression in your reception area scheme. The

combination of bold shapes and shear surfaces is delicately balanced with the

subtlety of the crisp inlay banding which breaks up the facade. This beautifully

conceived styling allows evolutión® elite to deliver a level of design excellence

previously unattainable in a standard product.
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EB3-RP in special striped laminate
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EC special in China red
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“This was a huge desk, and I’m very pleased with
how the project went. What I like about dealing
with Clarke Rendall is that they do exactly as they
are asked. If ask for a quote - I get a quote, If I tell
them I’m in a hurry, I get it quickly”

Dealer Sales Manager

“Wow! what an impressive
reception desk”

CEO, West Kent College
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EBP special in oak
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Like all evolutión® products, evolutión® elite was

also conceived with an eye on the possibilities of

customisation. Already highly impressive as a

standard product, the potential for evolutión® elite

to answer more complex and demanding briefs is

clear to see.

This may be a superb premium quality

reception desk solution suited for a host of

applications, but be in no doubt - it is also, always

a highly practical, functional and durable

solution to many a difficult and taxing list of

requirements.

EB special in maple EB special in white EB special in bubinga

“When I order a desk from Clarke
RendalI, I know it’s going to be good,
and the quality will be excellent”

Senior Designer
Nightingale Associates
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